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@ F 14/item Hal’s notes lays out pages in WCR that refute dead on all of 

Brennan’s assertions about Oswald in the window. . .F 14/item 1 

@ Oswald’s expertise in Russian .. .see WC Exhibit No. 384 F. 14/Item 2 

@ see note for 3A Simpich on Gheesling, F 12, item 3A 

@ see note 4 Lesar .. .and connect to my remarks on Oswald as Sole Suspect 

sheet. .. .can make this point. 

@ Rankin Papers, RG 272, Box 8, entry 44, Office Files of Staff... .for a sample of 

Rankin’s saccharine words re: Oswald died & never had a chance to prove his 

innocence. . .Rankin’s response to assign the Prexy of the American Bar 

Association to be Oswald’s ombudsman, e3tc. .. .What claptrap. . .F 12/item 5 

@ Note See Meagher’s 4 pager on Fritiz’s interrogation of LHO. . . .find material in 

Key Docs folder. . .F 12/item 6 

@ F 12/item 7 Mae Brussell piece on LHO’s last words. .. .review. | have not read. 

F 12/item 7. 

@ alert Check on DiEugenio’s piece on Buggsie Part 6 of series... deals w/ 

Dallas cops. . .F. 12/item 10. 

@ Document 11 esp. p. 16 where Speer deals w/ Lee’s alleged marksmanship. . . 

.Marines evaluate him as a poor shot. . .F 12/item 11. 

@ Sylvia Meager on WSC critique. .. .F. 12/Item 11A. . .review. 

@ Wesley Frazier speaks out in 2008. . . .His comments on the “lynching” of 

Oswald. Proceed w/ caution. . ..Aynesworth is the facilitator. . .F. 12.item 12) 

@ FBI docs on Police Radio transmissions on 11/22/’63 note Sawyer call at 12:44 

p.m. gives physical id of the shooter. . .62-109060-2074-30. Cont. to0 62-109060-
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207EBF-27 DP Dept arrest report on 11/22 notes that at 1:40 p.m. prisoner 

(Oswald) that he was the man who killed JFK and officer Tippit and wounded 

Connally. (p. 468). Move to 14C p. 447 Inspector Kelley to Chief, 12/5/’63. Here 

Kelley the official lie that Dallas Police ascertained that immediately after 

shooting ascertained that Oswald had not returned to the TSBD. . . (the official 

lie!!!). When did Kelley interview the 2 newsmen who Oswald directed to the 

phone on the first floor of the TSBD. .. .F. 14/item 14. 

@ Kelley to Chief, 12/5/’63 62-109060-2074 EBF-03, p. 448 Kelley notes that the 

suspect description that went out between 12:43-12:45 described the shooter “as 

slender, white, male, about 30, 5’ 10”, 165 Ibs. .. . (check w/ CIA file “Lee Henry 

Oswald.” He notes at 2:00 P.M (CST) Oswald was id as the shooter w/ Tippit’s 

murder . . .He was charged with Tippit’s murder at 7:03 P.M. on 11/22 .. .It was at 

1:38 A.M. on 11/23 LHO was charged w/ murder of JFK. At the conclusion of the 

reading of the charge Oswald said “that’s ridiculous.” J of Peace David Johnson 

read the charge... F. 14,item 15.


